
 

 

 

PhD position 

Wettability and adhesion mechanism 
in hybridized structures for Cu pillars interconnexions 

 
The assembly of electronic components using the flip chip technology is widely present in the mass 
product markets such as mobile phones, civilian, medical or military market. The high-count number 
of electrical input-output can be higher than one million, with low pixel pitch, and small hybridization 
height. The underfilling of the micro-structured assembly by the adhesive is a key point for the 
robustness and the reliability of such packaging. It is a big challenge to perform such filling operation 
in hybridized components using the copper pillars interconnection technology (see figure), without 
forming voids defects, adhesion weaknesses or variations in the adhesive thickness.  

The strategy to improve the filling step and make sure the adhesive is in full contact with the various 
materials used in the chip assembly is to inject, in a gas phase mode, a wetting product that covers 
the entire internal surface before underfilling. The PhD program will involve: 
- an exhaustive characterization of the deposited nanometric layer to check its homogeneity, 

thickness, its physico-chemical interaction with all the encountered surfaces, and its 
dependence on temperature or queue time after deposition 

- evaluating the impact of this layer on the adhesion of the epoxy adhesive to the chip surfaces 
- evaluating the impact of this layer on the dynamics of the filling process, its stability and the 

driving forces    

Making this new process successful would be a major contribution to the microelectronic industry. 

This is a fully funded PhD through a CEA grant and the starting date is Oct. 1st 2020. 

Location and contacts 
Main location: Département d’Optronique (LETI) Laboratoire Assemblage et Intégration pour la 
Photonique, CEA Grenoble. 
Secondary location: institute of Light and Matter (iLM), University of Lyon. 
CEA supervisor: Abdenacer Aitmani (nacer.aitmani@cea.fr)  
University supervisor: Loïc Vanel (loic.vanel@univ-lyon1.fr)  

Figure 1. Left: Schematic principle of the flip-chip assembly with underfilling step. Right: SEM of hybridized Cu pillars. 
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